This is the rst in a series of two articles, the second of which provides an exact electromagnetic eld description of photon emission, absorption, and radiation pattern. Photon energy exchanges are analyzed and shown to be the triggered, regenerative response of a nonlocal eigenstate electron. This rst article presents a model-based, hidden variable analysis of quantum theory that provides the statistical nature of wave functions. The analysis uses the equations of classical electromagnetism and conservation of energy while modeling an eigenstate electron as a nonlocal entity. Essential to the analysis are physical properties that were discovered and analyzed only after the historical interpretation of quantum mechanics was established: electron nonlocality and the standing electromagnetic energy that accompanies and encompasse s an active, electrically small volume. The standing energy produces a driving radiation reaction force that, under certain circumstances, is many orders of magnitude larger than currently accepted values. These properties provide a suf cient basis for the Schrödinger equation as a descriptor of nonrelativistic eigenstate electrons in or near equilibrium. The uncertainty principle follows, as does the exclusion principle. The analysis leads to atomic stability and causality in the sense that the status of physical phenomena at any instant speci es the status an instant later.
INTRODUCTION
The idea that the physical world consists of indivisible particles has been part of the Greco-Roman culture for at least 2500 years. 1 Following in the footsteps of Newton, who examined the properties of rigid particles, 2 for the next several centuries physics was dominated by studies involving combinations of elastic spheres. Consequently electrical problems were rst interpreted by analyzing the behavior of charged particles; Maxwell 3 used the force between "two very small bodies" to discuss implications of Coulomb's law. Although Maxwell's equations show that elds are essential to explaining occurrences that particles alone cannot, still the lore of rigid particles permeated physics at the end of the nineteenth century. Therefore after Thompson 4 discovered and measured particle-like electrons the idea of electrons as particles was widely accepted, along with the Lorentz 5 particle-electron and, later, the Bohr 6 atomic model. The nely honed and widespread skills of classical mechanics were carried over to quantum effects; the name "quantum mechanics" is indicative of such an origin.
Schrödinger 7 developed his equation by using an analogy with a known relationship between classical mechanics and geometric optics. According to Mehra, 8 when Dirac was searching for his equations he "started playing with equations rather than trying to introduce the right physical idea." Both Schrödinger's and Dirac's equations, therefore, came without an obvious physical interpretation. Although results of solving the equations undeniably give correct time-averaged values of measurable quantities, the question of how to interpret the underlying behavior remains. For example, accelerating charged particles radiate energy, and stability requires a closed current loop or a spherically symmetric region of charge that pulsates radially. Yet atoms are stable and the Bohr orbit is some 20,000 times larger than Lorentz's estimated electron size. Neither the works of Schrödinger nor those of Dirac addresses this issue.
Differing opinions about the interpretation of the quantum theory equations led to highly publicized discussions between Bohr 9 and Einstein. 10 Einstein argued that the quantum equations do not supply complete information and therefore are incomplete. Bohr argued that the equations are complete and supply all information there is on any level. Currently many theoretical physicists support Bohr's view that the linear differential equations of Schrödinger and Dirac are complete and describe all that can be known about quantum mechanical events. This paper supplies new reasons to support Einstein's argument.
Quantum theory, in stark contrast with electromagnetic eld theory, is based upon a number of disparate axioms.
Quantum theory also requires that the classical electromagnetic laws not fully apply within atoms. To some, it seems incongruous that nature should require such disparate bases for strongly overlapping sciences. To this end, Einstein 10 wrote that he was " rmly convinced that the essentially statistical character of contemporary quantum theory is solely to be ascribed to the fact that this theory operates with an incomplete description of physical systems." He also said that he devoted more time to thinking about this subject than any other. Although the mathematics of quantum theory is uniquely correct, he was bothered, for example, by the statistical nature of radiation onset from an atom initially in a high-energy state. He argued that either the atom is stable or it is unstable. If it is stable, it will not spontaneously decay; if it is unstable, it will begin the decay process without a time delay. Yet, atoms are stable until they spontaneously undergo a discontinuous energy drop and emit a pulse of electromagnetic energy. He concluded that the wave function description of these events is incomplete. He said: "Assuming the success of efforts to accomplish a complete physics description, the statistical quantum theory would, within the framework of future physics, take an approximately analogous position to statistical mechanics within the framework of classical mechanics."
Several decades later, Bell 11 proved inequalities that subject certain aspects of the philosophical discussions between Bohr and Einstein to an experimental test. Aspect, Grangier, and Roger 12 successfully conducted such tests. Results show that operating on one electron affects others without a measurable time delay, even when the electrons are spaced an arbitrarily large distance apart; see, for example, an excellent discussion of the subject by Penrose. 13 The effect is known as electron nonlocality. Adding nonlocality to the wave and particle-like properties of electrons adds yet another dimension to electron behavior that was unknown at the time quantum theory was formulated.
With statistical mechanics, 14 studies of complicated systems are accomplished with no knowledge of the precise state of individual particles. An ensemble is expected to cycle through its full range of possible states, each state occupied for a time in proportion to its probability, and the actual state is assumed to be the most probable state. If there is full knowledge of an ensemble at a particular instant, its value at the next instant is predictable. A question fundamental to quantum theory is how an individual eigenstate electron could act as if it were a statistical ensemble. In this paper we show that the radiation reaction force associated with standing energy about a radiator, and electron nonlocality help provide the answer. Whereas nonlocality is a signi cant and essential feature of eigenstate electrons, nonlocality was discovered a half-century after the interpretation of quantum theory was accomplished and therefore played no role in its development.
RADIATION REACTION PRESSURE AND FORCE
A radiating antenna sits in a standing energy eld of its own making. 15 Even at the shortest wavelengths for which antennas have been made, if the antenna length-towavelength ratio is too small the standing eld energy is so large it essentially shuts off energy exchange. Chu 16 rst quanti ed this effect for a simple, electrically small antenna in 1948. Yet an atom in the act of exchanging electromagnetic energy may be scaled as an electrically short antenna, and standing energy is ignored in quantum mechanical explanations, seemingly without consequence. Why in one case the energy is dominant and, in the other, it plays no role has been a mystery. The framers of the historic interpretation of quantum mechanics could not have accounted for the standing energy since an analysis of it was rst formulated more than 20 years after the interpretation was accomplished.
In addition to standing and traveling energies, radiated elds carry the kinematic properties of linear and angular momentum. The momenta produce both a pressure and a shear force on an active region. The force per unit volume may be expressed as
T ij represents components of the electromagnetic stress tensor. 171 18 In spherical coordinates, the stress tensor is equal to
The off-diagonal terms describe surface shear. The matrix element T r r describes the surface radiation reaction; the net pressure on a radial surface is obtained by integrating Eq. (1) through the surface and is equal to the difference between exterior and interior surface values of T r r .
Consider the important special case where the source is a virtual sphere of radius a that supports equivalent surface charge and current densities that generate the exterior elds but no interior ones. The surface radiation reaction pressure is
The rst step in our eld theory-based development of Schrödinger's equation is to use the electromagnetic stress tensor to evaluate the radiation pressure on source charge q producing electric dipole radiation. We use spherical coordinates and˜and OE represent, respectively, the permittivity and permeability of space, ‡ D p OE=˜; c represents the speed of light, -is the radian frequency, k is the wave number, r is the radial distance, and ' is the product kr. The symbol t R indicates retarded time, t ƒ r=c. The elds may be written as
F is a real constant whose value is to be determined. Construct a virtual sphere of radius a, centered on the oscillating source charge, that circumscribes the full range of its motion. To obtain general radiation properties that are independent of a speci c source, replace the actual interior of the sphere with virtual surface sources and put all interior elds equal to zero. Let the dipole moment be
If the surface electric charge density is 4ˆ5,
Surface boundary conditions are that˜times the radial eld intensity equals the charge density, and the tangential eld components are unchanged through the surface. These conditions and Eq. (4) show, in the limit of small values of ka, coef cient F of Eq. (4) is
The surface pressure on the spherical source a follows by putting ' D ka and inserting Eqs. (4) and (7) into Eq. (3):
A special case of interest is ka D =2. After normalizing to 9q 2 D 256 2˜a4 , the pressure on the surface of the sphere for several time phases is shown in Figure 1 . The gure shows pressure, p4t5, as a function of zenith angle. The pressure on the z axis,ˆD 0 and , is expansive and uctuates between about 0.03 and 0.45 Pa; the pressure in the xy plane,ˆD =2, is compressive and uctuates between about zero and 0.27 Pa. AtˆD =4 the pressure alternates between compressive and expansive. The gure represents actual pressure on a spherical, conducting surface. Commonly, electric dipole antennas are driven from a point source at the origin through a transmission line of approximate length ‹=2; the gure applies to such an antenna with hemispherical, radiating caps; an example is a wide-angle biconical antenna.
A plot of radiation reaction pressure versus zenith angle for ka D 001 is shown in Figure 2 pressure on the z axis is 2 MPa, and the extreme compressive pressure in the xy plane is 0.5 MPa. The relative sizes of these pressures and the physical strength of the source determine whether an electrically small, radiating sphere distorts to become a needle. We conclude that a substantial radiation reaction pressure exists on the surface of an electrically small sphere generating electric dipole radiation from surface sources. The pressure acts to extend the length in the direction of the electric moment and to compress the center region. For electrically small regions, Figure 3 is a 3-D aspect plot of Eq. (8) . The upper and lower lobes of Figure 3 are expansive, and the middle torus is compressive; the pressure is expansive within 63 of the z axis and compressive elsewhere. The pressure acts to alter the originally spherical shape into an hourglass shape similar to the lobes of Figure 3 . The total force on a sphere follows from the surface integral of the pressure, and if it is electrically small,
For an eigenstate electron, this force is on the same order of magnitude as the Coulomb attractive force. If electrons are rigid particles Eq. (9) has no particular signi cance to quantum theory. However, if electrons are pliant (for example, clouds of charge) and responsive in both shape and size to local forces, results may be signi cant. Radial and angular elds within the radiating sphere would respectively decrease and increase the net expansive force. If the surface sources supply both external and internal elds a calculation similar to the one above shows that the force is reduced by a factor of 2/9. An actual source, therefore, presumably suffers an expansive force of magnitude between that of Eq. (9) and 2/9 the value. Next consider a particle-like electron as it nears an atomic nucleus. The forces acting on it include both Coulomb and centrifugal forces. By the classical laws, a point electron with an appropriate value of angular momentum will temporarily form an elliptical orbit, with the nucleus at one of the foci, and then two things happen to the orbit. First, the intrinsic and orbital magnetic moments interact in a way that produces a continuous torque and thus rotation of the orbit. Second, orbiting objects accelerate, and, by the laws of classical electromagnetism, accelerating charges radiate energy permanently away from the system. Based on these laws, a particle-like electron will lose energy until it spirals into the nucleus and is annihilated. However, generally speaking, electrons do not spiral into nuclei. Instead, as Dirac 19 emphasizes, there is a "remarkable stability of atoms and molecules."
We postulate that an originally point-like yet pliant electron deforms in response to Coulomb forces, centrifugal forces, radiation reaction forces, and tidal forces. As it approaches a positive nucleus it begins oscillatory accelerations, and thereby generates electric dipole radiation. This produces an encompassing, localized standing energy eld. The eld, in turn, produces the expansive radiation reaction force of Eq. (9) , which, in turn, transforms the originally particle-like electron into an expanded, dynamic ensemble of charge and current density cells, that is, localized eddy currents, at least some of which encircle the nucleus. The resulting eigenstate electron continues to be subject to the radiation expansion force until the dynamic ensemble of eddy current cells forms a stable con guration. The smallest cell size is determined by the internal structure of the electron itself. It has been shown that there are an in nite number of possible stable arrays. 20 Once established, nuclear tidal forces assist in retaining the extended form.
As an analogy, consider an oil droplet: if it is isolated from external forces, surface tension acts to form it into a spherical, liquid drop. If placed on the surface of a pond, the surface tension force no longer dominates and the drop distributes itself over the surface.
SCHRÖDINGER'S TIME-INDEPENDENT EQUATION
The mathematical results of our nonlocal pliant electron model and historic quantum theory are the same, but the philosophical implications are not. The nonlocal pliant electron model and energy conservation are an adequate basis for Schrödinger's time-independent wave equation, and his time-dependent equation follows for a system in near-equilibrium. The result is a physically simple, electromagnetically complete, and deterministic interpretation of quantum theory. We brie y review quantum theory to emphasize the roles of the ideas present in this paper. In accordance with the above electron model, a dynamic charge distribution supports time-averaged values of charge and current densities, respectively, 4r5 and 4 p5, within the spatial range r and r C dr and the momentum range p and p C dp. Next impose the condition that the electron energy be constant and the charge density be everywhere negative-real. The constraints are expressed by introducing complex functions U 4r5 and â 4 p5, de ned by the relationships
U 4r5 and â 4 p5 are complex functions and, by de nition, are wave functions. It follows that
Differentials dV and dV p represent, respectively, differential volume in space and momentum coordinates. Since U 4r5 and â 4 p5 describe the same dynamic charge distribution, they are relatable. Each position in coordinate space receives contributions from the full range of momenta in proportion to the value of â 4 p5 at each momentum, and vice versa. Therefore we seek a linear transformation between the two coordinate systems that satis es the conditions
L is a linear operator and L ƒ1 is its inverse. A general linear function that meets these requirements is the Fourier integral transform pair,
The constant È is a phase-determining normalization constant in the scalar product between velocity and position vectors. Its magnitude has yet to be determined and, at this point, has no particular relationship with Planck's constant. Dropping to one dimension for simplicity, Eqs. (13) take the form
Expectation values of x and p are de ned to be
Direct evaluation of Eq. (15) requires knowledge of both U 4x5 and â 4p5. The necessity for knowing one of the functions, say â 4p5, may be removed by substituting the value from the second of Eqs. (14) into Eq. (15):
Integrating the second integral by parts,
Since an acceptable wave function is equal to zero at in nity, the rst term within the brackets vanishes. Substituting the complex conjugate of the rst of Eqs. (14) into the second term and reversing the order of integration,
Equation (17) is an example of the general case: a dynamic variable in momentum space may be replaced by an operation in dimensional space, and vice versa. Letting O indicate that the variable is written in operator form, in three dimensions the momentum operator is
It is understood that the operator acts on wave function U 4r5. Repeating the above procedure for p n shows, after n partial integrations, that the result generalizes to
It is not necessary to solve for both U 4r5 and â 4 p5 to solve a kinematic problem. It is only necessary to work with one functional type, typically U 4r5, and express conjugate variables in operator form. A conservation law of primary importance is the low speed energy of an electron. With total energy W and potential energy å4r5 the sum of kinetic plus potential energies is
Applying Eq. (19) to Eq. (20) gives the result:
Although only the integral is required to equal zero, the more stringent condition that the integrand equal zero at all points within the region may be applied. Doing so yields the time-independent Schrödinger wave equation,
Direct comparison between Eq. (22) and Schrödinger's equation shows that È is, in fact, Planck's constant divided by 2 . The development shows the Schrödinger equation to be a statement of low-speed energy conservation for the ensemble of charge and current density cells.
SCHRÖDINGER'S TIME-DEPENDENT EQUATION
Solutions of the time-independent Schrödinger equation describe time-averaged values of the kinematic parameters, and, of course, time-averaged values are constant. However, the expectation values occur over time intervals that are long only when compared with changes in electron atto-level structure. Time variation of solutions over longer periods of time, but which are short compared with events in the macroscopic world, are of interest. Therefore, consider changes during times that are long compared with intrastate changes but short compared with macroscopically observable times. The result determines the initial variation of expectation values away from equilibrium positions by calculating changes that occur slowly enough that ensemble averages remain in near-equilibrium conditions. In this sense the process is similar to those of irreversible thermodynamics. If the potential changes too rapidly, or if the potential change is too large, the near-equilibrium condition is violated and the Schrödinger equation ceases to apply. Although solutions of the Schrödinger equation supply the proper transition probabilities they are silent on the subject of accompanying radiation near-elds. Although near-elds are known in detail for certain macroscopic antennas, with the historic interpretation of quantum theory the near-elds of a radiating electron are unknown and, according to some, unknowable. Therefore their role during energy-state transitions is also unknown.
To describe the time dependence, we introduce the time-dependent wave function -4r1 t5 as a time-dependent spatial descriptor that reduces to U 4r5 for slowly varying functions. For this case, the rst part of Eq. (10) becomes
By extension,
The rate of change of the charge density is
The divergence of the current density is
The continuity equation is
Substituting Eqs. (25) and (26) into Eq. (27), multiplying by 4È=ie5, where e is the electron charge, and adding and subtracting the potential term å4r5 gives
To connect with the time-independent equation, note that if the time dependence becomes vanishingly slow Eq. (28) goes to
Since by the time-independent equation each line of Eq. (29) is equal to zero, so are the two lines of Eq. (28) in the low-speed limit. Therefore the time-dependent wave function is
Insisting that the integrand be equal to zero results in the Schrödinger time-dependent equation:
The Hamiltonian operator, H , acts on the wave function to produce the time dependence and state energy of Eq. (31). From the rst equality of Eq. (31),
From the second equality of Eq. (31),
The initial value of the wave function is the equilibrium value,
An important result of Eq. (33) is that the frequency of an eigenstate is related to the energy as
This equation shows the relationship between frequency and energy of an eigenstate. A signi cant feature of this explanation is that the time-independent Schrödinger equation has the character of a thermodynamic equation. Only time-averaged values taken over times long compared with the periods of possible intrastate electron movements are known, and the actual time dependence of charge and current densities remains unknown. That is, Eqs. (30) through (33) provide correct average values but do not imply a timeline of actual events. The equations apply only to initial changes prior to the onset of instability associated with an energy state transition.
THE UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE
The relationship between the spatial and momentum distributions is given by Eq. (13) . Functional pairs that satisfy the transformation cannot both be fully speci ed: it is not possible to determine simultaneously the exact value of such conjugate variables. For example, the more accurately the position of a free electron is known the less accurately the momentum is known, and vice versa. If U 4r5 is a plane wave it follows by inspection of the second of Eqs. (14) that â 4p5 is a Dirac delta function, and vice versa. As a second example, consider an electron described by a Gaussian wave function with U 4x5 proportional to exp4ƒx
2 =B5, where B is undetermined but constrained to be positive:
< B <ˆ(36)
The electron is con ned to position zero only if B increases without limit, and the smaller the value of B the larger the physical extent of the charge distribution. The system is normalized if the probability density at each point is
The expectation value of x 2 as calculated from Eq. (37) is
Substituting U 4x5 into the second of Eqs. (15) results in the momentum space form of the wave function,
Using Eq. (39) to calculate the mean square value of momentum gives
Combining shows that r.m.s. values of position and momentum satisfy
This is a particularly important example of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle: it is not possible to know exact values for both position and momentum. With our model the incomplete knowledge of eigenstate electrons leads to the uncertainty. We replaced the unknown speci c electron model information with general properties of Fourier integral transforms. Complete knowledge of the electron structure was therefore unavailable in the original problem formulation, and no calculation can replace it. However, were the electron structure known Eq. (13) would not be necessary and the limitations would not apply. Causality would be retained in the sense that the detailed structure and kinematics of all charge and current densities at one instant determine the values at the next instant. Although this difference has no affect upon expectation values, it deeply affects the philosophy and characterization of measurable quantities. It also retains Einstein's deterministic view of atoms.
THE EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE
To examine a multi-electron atom, note that the Hamiltonian operator of a system of n electrons may depend in a complicated way on the internal structure of each electron. Regardless of what the complications may be, however, a property of critical importance is that electrons are physically indistinguishable: all results are invariant upon interchange of individual electrons.
Since the energy of an electron is proportional to the square of its wave function, symmetric energies occur with both symmetric and antisymmetric wave functions. To examine the symmetry of a wave function break it into the sum of symmetric and antisymmetric parts, respectively:
Any physically real function of time can be expressed as the sum of symmetric and antisymmetric functions of time. For the case of wave functions,
The energy density is proportional to the probability density:
The rst term of Eq. (44) is invariant with respect to the interchange of electrons and the second term is not. It follows that the second term of Eq. (44) is equal to zero. Therefore the wave function may be either symmetric or antisymmetric, but it cannot be a mixture. The simplest possible multi-electron system has two electrons, say electron a and electron b. Let P ab be a permutation operator that interchanges the electrons. It follows that P ab -4a1 b1 t5 D -4b1 a1 t5 and
In turn, it follows from Eq. (45) that
from which P abAs 4r1 t5 D ƒ-As 4r1 t5 and P ab -
Since the form of quantum mechanical operators shows that operations with respect to time do not affect positional symmetry, time does not affect symmetry. A state that is initially symmetric or antisymmetric before an operation has the same symmetry after the operation and retains the original symmetry for all time. Therefore either there is but one type of symmetry in nature, with all wave functions of the other symmetry everywhere equal to zero, or there are two.
Consider a two-electron atom for which the total and individual wave functions satisfy the relationships
Introduce the notation that
Since both electrons occupy all points, examine conditions for r 0 D r 00 :
The electrostatic interaction energy between the two electrons is
If the electron charge density is a continuous function of position, Eq. (50) gives a physically acceptable result with either electron symmetry. As expected from Eq. (48), the energy with symmetric functions is larger than that with antisymmetric functions. However, the de nite integral of Eq. (50) correctly represents the system energy if and only if the wave functions are continuous functions of position. If there is a dimensional scale below which the charge density is granular, on that scale of dimensions it is necessary to replace the integration with a sum over interaction energies. With symmetric wave functions, by Eq. (49), if the system obeys the statistical requirement of taking on all possible con gurations, the granular charges are adjacent or overlapping and the sum is singular; there is no parallel with antisymmetric wave functions since the overlapping densities vanish. It follows that if there is a dimensional scale on which the charge density is granular only antisymmetric wave functions exist. On the basis of the above argument, it also suggests that on some dimensional scale electron charge distributions are granular.
ANGULAR MOMENTUM
By de nition the kinematic and operator forms of angular momentum, l, are
The rst equality follows from classical mechanics and the second from Eq. (19) . The operator forms of the angular momentum components about each axis are
The rst set of equalities follows from Eq. (51) and the second from transformation of coordinate systems. It follows similarly that the square of the angular momentum is 
Since the left side of Eq. (54) depends only upon angle and the right side only upon radius, each side is constant. It is convenient to write the separation constant as ƒ`4`C 15. Similarly, Y 4ˆ1 "5 separates into parts dependent uponˆonly, ä4ˆ5, and " only, ê4"5. Introducing separation constant m, the result is the two differential equations
ä D 0 and
The " solutions are 
In the rst term of the integrand, whatever the parity of P m 4cosˆ5, its derivative has the other, and in the second term 6P m 4cosˆ57 2 and the cotangent have, respectively, even and odd parity. Therefore in both cases the integrated value is zero; a similar result applies to l y . Therefore, along the three axes, only l z is other than zero.
To obtain the total angular momentum, use Eq. (53) and express it in functional form. Comparison of that expression with Eqs. (55) and (56) shows that
Since`is greater than or equal to m, it follows that not all of the angular momentum is about the z axis, even though the net on the other axes is zero. This suggests vortex combinations within the ensemble without a net moment along any axis.
POWER-FREQUENCY RELATIONSHIPS
When the present interpretation of quantum theory was being constructed, it was understood that harmonics accompany a fundamental oscillator frequency. Atomic frequency combinations, however, do not consist of such a grouping. Instead, as Dirac wrote, "there is observed a new and unexpected connexion between the frequencies 0 0 0 according to which all the frequencies can be expressed as differences between certain terms, the number of terms being much less than the number of frequencies. This is quite unintelligible from the classical viewpoint." The situation remained as Dirac described it until, several decades later, Manley and Rowe 21 developed the general relationships that govern power ow between nonlinear, lossless elements; almost immediately after publication Weiss 22 showed that the Manley-Rowe power-frequency relationships are obeyed by quantized radiation. The relationship raised another issue. Although the equations of Manley and Rowe, based upon classical physics, predict the proper quantum frequencies, they also show that the rate of energy exchange between frequencies is zero for linear systems, and both the Schrödinger and Dirac equations are linear. In other words, predicted energy exchanges would be at the correct frequency. The power ratios are correct, but the limiting case applies in which all equal zero.
To examine the relationship, begin with the ManleyRowe equations,
In these equations, m and n are integers and -in and -are, respectively, the frequencies of the initially and nally occupied states, and -is the applied frequency. P4m-C n-in 5 and P4m-C n-5 are outbound powers, respectively at frequencies 4m-C n-in 5 and 4m-C n-5.
If an eigenstate electron is enmeshed in a plane wave of frequency -, to which it responds linearly, only frequencies -and -in are present, and Eqs. (60) go to
No energy ows from one frequency to the other. Let the same system respond nonlinearly and let the frequencies satisfy the relationship
The system responds at the three frequencies -, -in , and -and Eqs. (60) go to
Since energy leaves the initial state, P4-in 5 > 0 and the second of Eqs. (63) con rms that energy enters the nal state, P4-5 < 0. If -in > -, by the rst of Eqs. (63) P4-5 is negative. The initial state energy goes into both the nal state and the distant eld; if -in < -1 P4-5 is positive and energy goes both from the eld and the initial state into the nal state. Since the power-to-frequenc y ratio is equal in all cases, so is the exchanged energy-tofrequency ratio.
We conclude that the power-frequency ratios of quantum theory can be understood either, following Dirac, as a property of quantum theory applied to electrons modeled as rigid objects, or, as described here, as a property of classical theory applied to electrons modeled as pliant structures that respond nonlinearly to external stimuli.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work it is shown that consistent application of the equations of classical electromagnetic theory to eigenstate electrons leads to quantum theory as a thermodynamiclike statement of energy conservation, based upon classical electrodynamics and nonlocal electrons. The conclusion that electromagnetic eld theory is not fully applicable within atoms is the result of using a localized particle-like eigenstate electron model and ignoring forces associated with the local energy stored in the radiation elds of active electrons. We begin by deriving the Schrödinger time-independent equation as a statement of energy conservation applied to eigenstate electrons modeled as ensembles of atto-scale or smaller current cells. We then use the continuity equation to obtain the time-dependent equation. This timedependent equation describes not the timeline of actual events, but the timeline of slowly varying time-averaged quantities. The form used to derive the Schrödinger equation is next used to derive the uncertainty principle, followed by a development of the antisymmetric character of wave functions. Finally, the forms are used to develop expressions for each axial component and the square of the angular momentum, expressions that af rm the distributed nature of eigenstate electrons.
This paper provides a new explanation for certain fundamental quantum mechanical properties. Conventional wisdom is that the equations of classical electromagnetism do not fully apply inside atoms; electrons are small rigid objects, and atoms are stable because electrons form into probability waves. Schrödinger's equation is considered a fundamental equation, on a par with Newton's law of inertia. The uncertainty principle, the exclusion principle, and the allowed values of angular momentum are thought to be purely quantum mechanical phenomena for which there is no explanation in classical physics.
By this explanation the laws of classical electrodynamics remain fully applicable within atoms. Electrons are modeled as elastic, nonlocal objects with sizes and forms that are responsive to local force elds. When trapped, in response to radiation reaction forces the pliant electron deforms from a point-like structure into a statistical ensemble of eddy current cells that, in turn, form a stable statistical ensemble. 20 The nonlocal electron and the laws of classical electrodynamics are a suf cient basis from which to derive the uncertainty principle and the allowed values of angular momentum. The uncertainty principle follows if these results are combined with the additional proviso that a lower limit exists on the granularity, or discreteness, of the electron charge cloud.
With this model, certain complexities become obvious. Although the expectation value of the square of the angular momentum is`4`C 15È 2 , the maximum value on any axis is mÈ ; m and`are both integers, with m not to exceed`. By this model, stability of charge and current densities requires that not all eddy currents support parallel moments. In common with other statistical ensembles, it is expected that actual distributions continuously cycle through all possible substructures.
The power-frequency relationships associated with electron state changes have no counterpart in linear, classical theory and have, therefore, been explained as a purely quantum theoretical result. The same result, however, ensues for a classical system that responds nonlinearly and regeneratively to driving forces.
